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One “Ding” to Rule Them All 
 

Chapter 5 

 
    Prince Fuzzy leads Mort deep into the woods, far away from where Lisa has been tied 
up. 
    “You did your job really well,” announces the prince.  “Now it is time for your reward.  
You’ve had to live in her primitive world so long, now it’s time for you to enjoy the 
wealth and the riches of my world!” 
     “What are you saying?” asks Mort. 
     “Well Mort,” continues Prince Fuzzy, “you seem like a wise, and somewhat crazy, 
individual.  I think you may be the perfect person to help me with my plans for world 
domination!” 
     “World domination!” exclaims Mort. 
     “Oh relax,” replies Prince Fuzzy. “Someone has to take over the world; why not me?  
And not just Carnia, but her world too!  And just think how much you could profit from 
this!  You will have riches and power beyond your wildest dreams!” 
     “Sounds good to me!” exclaims Mort.  “What do I have to do?” 
     “First of all,” replies the prince, “I’m afraid you will have to let go of Lisa.  Despite 
your attempts to keep her from fully accepting and believing in God, she has believed and 
has become a child of Abraham.  She can no longer be your friend.” 
      “So what do we do with her?” 
      “I’m afraid we will have to get rid of her!  I hope you haven’t gotten too attached to 
her!” 
      “Well, I was hoping one day she would be my love slave,” replies Mort, “but friends 
come and go…  I guess I will have to find another girl to please me.” 
     “Right!” says Prince Fuzzy reassuringly.  “Sacrifices must be made if you want to 
have power!  Now come, my brother Prince Furry will provide you with dinner this 
evening in his countryside home.” 
     Prince Fuzzy leads Mort to his brother’s house, introduces them, and then leaves to 
attend to his ruling duties.  Prince Fuzzy’s brother, Prince Furry, guides Mort to a table 
and serves him a delicious dinner. 
     “Welcome to our monarchy!” exclaims Prince Furry over dinner.  “I think you will 
enjoy being a power hungry mongrel!” 
     “Yeah, me too!” replies Mort as he lets out an ominous evil laugh.  You know the one, 
the ridiculous laugh the villain always makes in old movies and television shows.  The 
laugh that makes it clear to you, “yep this is the bad guy.” 
     “Excellent evil laugh!” exclaims Prince Furry excitedly. 
     “Thanks, I’ve been working on it!” 
     “Now Mort, let me show you what I found on the roof today.” 



     Prince Furry pulls out the bell.  Mort gasps as he immediately recognizes it as being 
The One Ding!  However, he quickly gathers himself together, not wanting to reveal his 
excitement to the obviously clueless prince. 
     “Uh, yea,” says Mort calmly, “it’s a bell… may I borrow it?” 
     “No!” exclaims Prince Furry in a rather rude fashion.  “It’s mine!  It’s part of my 
collection!” 
      Mort looks around and begins to notice the thousands and thousands of bells mounted 
on the wall, on the ceiling, and everywhere else in the house.  How could he not have 
noticed before; I don’t know. 
      Mort sighs and then yells at the prince, “You stupid little creature!  Give it to me!” 
      He smacks Prince Furry in his little cuddly face and the prince flies across the room 
and smashes into the back wall!  Mort grabs The One Ding and charges out the door! 
      “Now I have the power!” he exclaims.  “I will be ruler over all!”  He lets out a corny 
evil laugh that echoes across the horizon. 
      Lisa quivers against the tree is she is tied up to as the echoing laugh fills her ears.  
She struggles to get free, but she doesn’t stand a chance!  She is wrapped from her ankles 
up to her shoulders in rope and has a wet cloth shoved in her mouth to keep her from 
screaming for help.  As you can see, while the Fuzzbuckets aren’t always that bright, they 
are very thorough. 
      Suddenly her ropes drop to the ground in burning, singed pieces.  Lisa grabs the cloth 
out of her mouth and turns to see her rescuer.  It is the dragon, of course.  I mean if you 
couldn’t figure that out by the burning rope then you’re a total… oh, I’m sorry.  I got 
sidetracked.  Where were we… oh right!  Lisa turned around and saw that the dragon had 
rescued her. 
     “Thank you!” Lisa exclaims. 
     “I’m afraid I have rather unfortunate news,” says the dragon.  “Your friend Mort is 
evil…” 
     “Mort’s turned evil!” cries Lisa. 
     The ogre named Natal comes clumsily running up. 
     “Yes!” he replies, “and he has The One Ding!  He will use it to enslave us all!” 
     “Then I must stop him!” announces Lisa boldly. 
     Natal hands her a sword and she charges off to find Mort.  The dragon takes to the sky 
and guides her.  
 


